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The legitimacy of 

indigenous peoples’ norms 
under international law 

Dr Claire Charters 



Overview 
 Legitimacy: 
 “the quality in international norms that leads states to 

internalise the pull to obey them even when it might not 
be in their interest to do so and despite the lack of an 
international sovereign or sanction” 

 Procedural 
 Substantive 
 Engagement (differs from scholarship usually associated 

with legitimacy – closely related to social movement 
theory, constructivism etc) 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Definition of legitimacy comes from Franck (norms promote obedience) and Koh (internalisation of norms). I claim it depends on 3 features: procedure/process; Substance; Engagement. My goal is to examine the legal quality of Indigenous peoples’ norms that is not captured by a simple positivist perspective that that are not binding.  Legitimacy captures the legal influence of Indigenous peoples’ norms in the way a positivist perspective cannot.  Moreover, a positivist enforceability does not actually tell us whether international legal norms are implemented or not, or have legal influence (Rodriguez Pinero).  Norms can be complied with irrespective. Not anti-self-interest – is a factor…but so are the norms themselves.I also hope to place Indigenous peoples’ rights within a broader international legal and international relations context as sometimes us lawyers in Indigenous peoples’ rights become a bit myopic and can forget to place Indigenous peoples rights in their broader context of international and political developments (eg fragmentation and proliferation)Also, the key question now, in my view, is less “what are the norms”?, although more work can be done here, and more “how do we implement them”?  This has been a key concern expressed by the last 2 SRs.  The reason for that is obvious – Indigenous peoples still suffer from breaches of their rights – how do we better protect them?Approach is critical but pragmatic: critical of positivist understandings of the law but also concerned with liberal ideas such as equality and self-determination.  But, I think, this reflects the approach of many Indigenous peoples on the ground – we will take what we can get if it furthers our goals.Strong legitimacy does not mean strong compliance in fact – but a strong PULL/significant costs of disobedience.



Procedural legitimacy 
 Deficits: 
 Proliferation of norm makers: unsettled, unclear, unordered 

process 
 Unauthorised extension of mandates leads to institutional 

competition 
 Changes in process mid way through law making 

 Positives 
 Dialogue between norm makers 
 Reflexive policing of mandate boundaries 
 Processes remain robust 
 Venues to respond to indigenous peoples’ issues 

 Participation of indigenous peoples 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Procedural legitimacy: processes followed in the making of Indigenous peoples’ norms.  Legitimacy is enhanced by 1. the use of settled, institutionalised, transparent and ordered processes (less political, more legal) – not ad hoc and 2. participation by those affected. The proliferation of norm-makers, which seems to be ever increasing: so many institutions engaged in ways that influence the law – no one institution to provide overall say. EMRIP/SR/PFII over Declaration, and specific topics such as extractive industries and FPIC coupled with: FAO, World Bank, IFC, Inter-American bodies, WIPO, UN human rights treaty bodies, ILO and its decision-making bodies, CBD, Climate ChangeUnauthorised extensions of institutional power and institutional competition: PFII and country visits v SR. PFII protests re the human rights mandate of the EMRIP.  Both have a mandate, as well as SR. CERD and early warning and urgent action procedureChanges in law making processes: Declaration example.  Human Rights Council v Commission; 3rd Committee v GA – manipulated by states.The procedural positives include:Dialogue: SR, EMRIP and PFII, with PFII having the mandate to monitor UN processes. PFII doesn’t seem to carry out country visits anymore. SR focuses less on thematic issues since EMRIP.  States have raised duplication. SR raising the issue. Policing of mandate boundaries: “outrage” against the PFII for conducting visitsProcesses remain robust: Declaration = more than 20 years, through WGIP, Sub-Commission, H R Commission/Council. 3rd Cttee and GAMore venues to address Indigenous issues: result of Indigenous activism – can raise issues in many different placesParticipation (doctrinal – participation as a human right; functional – democratic deliberation; self-determination): in the Declaration, in the WCIP – involved, as equals, in the development of normsSome less open though e.g., WTO. 



Substance legitimacy 
 Deficits 
 Indeterminacy 
 Incoherence 

 Positives 
 Greater fairness 
 Dialogue facilitating greater determinacy 
 Indeterminacy permits greater flexibility in norm 

application 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Substance legitimacy is about the quality of norms including their determinacy, coherence as well as their “fairness” (difficult, I know, to assess what is fair in an pluri-cultural order but doesn’t mean it shouldn’t be an objective: bit natural-law esque.Deficits:Indeterminacy: related to fragmentation of norms/proliferation of institutions e.g., re FPIC?  Different approaches/interpretations.Incoherence (Dworkinian criteria re principles): Kingsbury – what are the justifications for Indigenous norms (NOT human rights – collective nature)Positives:Fairness – international system that finally includes Indigenous peoples and also includes recognition of their claims in new norms e.g., the Declaration, land rights, self-determination etc…even if incoherence with human rights normsDialogue = greater determinacy.  Inter-American system, treaty bodies (CERD), SR, EMRIP and African Commission (Endorois and Saramaka) talking, although some methodological structure would be greatIndeterminacy allows some flexibility in applying the norms.



Engagement legitimacy 
 States engagement with norm infrastructure leads to 

internalisation of the norm, even involuntarily 

 Norm infrastructure includes international institutional 
framework, civil society, courts and commissions 

 Case study: New Zealand’s change of position on the 
Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous Peoples 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This refers to the extent and quality of engagement/interaction with norms, even involuntary, which can lead to the internalisation of them.  “Pragmatic”/not about the “ought” but about what happens as a result of engagement,Mix of social movement theory and Koh’s idea of internalisation through interaction.Norm infrastructure around Indigenous peoples’ norms is difficult to avoid: UN entities e.g., SR, civil society, indigenous peoples, courts, commissions.Example: NZ cannot avoid the SR., treaty bodies, PMA and other Maori organisations, Human Rights Commission, the courts increasing reference to the Declaration (SC too and influential in the CA’s decision in Takamore), Waitangi Tribunal – recent expert evidenceFSA? Declaration support?  So, become legally influential even if not formally binding from a positivist perspective.Notably, rejection is considered a step towards eventual internalisation…FSA rejection, then acceptance it raised concerns, which was part of the reason the FSA was repealed…and part of the reason NZ changed its position to one of support.  Now proudly state support in international human rights fora.
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